Physico-chemical doubts and paradoxes abound in the description of forces and in the molecular simulation of the crystalline state, as they did in Boyle's times about the inner structure of matter. Solidstate structuring and bonding are still characterized in sometimes doubtful, sometimes paradoxical, and sometimes distorted terminologies. Phase transitions are mostly considered as just relationships between the two termini, without an operational understanding of the in-between transition mechanisms. Drawing from personal experience and recent computational results, this highlight provides a few answers, many caveats, and some suggestions for a better handling of these tortuous matters.
Introduction
In the opening gambit of one of his famous Pink Panther movies, Inspector Clouseau (Peter Sellers) harasses a poor accordion player in the streets of Paris for not having a license (which, in his irresistible franglais, he pronounces lee-s-uns). Meanwhile, behind his shoulders two brutes maim an old lady while fleeing from a bank robbery. Deservingly, Clouseau, disguised as a street artist or peddler while stalking the wrong suspect, gets twice arrested by his colleagues for not having a lee-s-uns. In another story almost as famous, two gentlemen in a balloon land in a cornfield out of thick fog and ask a peasant, where are we? The man answers, well, you're in a balloon. The two gentlemen correctly retort that the answer is completely rigorous, fully correct, and totally irrelevant. And even an atheist as the writer of the present paper is struck by Jesus' insight into human nature, testified by the Gospel excerpt that serves here as epigraph.
Sound science thrives on skepticism, that is, running after the most outstanding culprits first, taking care of logs long before specks, and pursuing relevance before, and even sometimes at the expenses of, rigorousness. Otherwise, even careful operators may end up producing papers that ''are not even wrong'' (a stingy epithet whose invention has been attributed in turn to several great scientists). Or less cautious writers may indulge in the dangerous kind of sleight of hand that makes easily lifted specks more important than immovable logs, launching wrong ideas that sail unchallenged in the open seas of present-day publishing policies.
The study of intermolecular interaction enjoys rich contributions from experiment, nowadays performed by apparatus and techniques that were unheard of ten years ago and expand and improve at an impressive pace. X-ray structure analysis for gaseous substances by in situ crystallization is now almost routine, and one can measure in attojoules per meter the force holding a single molecule on a templating surface. On the computational side, the frontier of petaflops has been crossed, and the barrier of million-atom simulations has been broken. Theory, or more humbly, the ability to separate scientific wheat from chaff, seems to lag behind. This Highlight leads the reader in a trip across the field using worked examples and specific case studies: it is not a review, and the material is almost entirely taken from unpublished data. Accordingly, there is no literature survey and citations are restricted to the essentials.
Typical questions and a key number, 1389.34
Chemical bonding is a matter of favorable arrangement of nuclei and electrons in a complex building. A chemist by training tends to isolate atoms, or better their nuclei, identified by a graphic device like the symbol of the element or a colored ball, and tends to draw single, double, triple lines, dots, or even curved arrows between these ersatz atoms. For some purposes this is an essential exercise in chemical understanding; for intermolecular interactions, this is often a subjective affair between a researcher and his or her favorite hobbies. The Atoms in Molecules (AIM) theory 1 is completely rigorous, fully correct, but hardly useful in interpreting organic crystal constitution, producing as it does long lists of very small numbers associated with hardly significant bond paths. Some of the work in this direction is at risk of severely downgrading the excellent reputation of AIM in the description of intramolecular bonding. In a typical situation, one has good single-crystal diffraction data for a compound of crucial solid-state properties. Typical questions are: how do I understand how the crystal forms? What are the crystal structure determinants? These questions are important if one wants to proceed from analysis to prediction and control of crystal formation and constitution, for which theoretical leverage is indispensable. For sure, structure determinants are many, especially in multiform organic crystals. The matter is priority, and quantitative ranking is all there is to it. In many excellent crystallographic papers the analysis of crystal packing has lots of specks and forgets the logs, with discussion of weak interactions sorted out by visual inspection of that most misleading by-product of X-ray diffraction experiment -packing diagrams. These are indeed weak potentials, worth less than a handful of kJ mol 21 , while electrostatic interactions two orders of magnitude larger are peacefully neglected. The number appearing in the title of this section is the conversion factor from electrons squared over Ångstrom to kJ mol 21 and tells that two unit charges 10 Å apart still suffer from attraction or repulsion from a potential energy of 140 kJ mol 21 ! There exist nowadays cheap, accessible, easy-to-use methods for the quantitative evaluation of crystal potentials and forces. The following paragraphs give a (non-exhaustive) variety of such applications. Theophylline (TH) solids are known in anhydrous and hydrate form, in a host of one-to-one complexes with urea, DMSO, salicylic, malonic, maleic and p-hydroxybenzoic acids, acetaminophen, saccharin, sulfathiazole, p-nitroaniline, and even in S-substituted form (S-theophylline). Table 1 has some numbers that can be obtained by freely available software, in a few hours of computing time and in a couple of days of mantime of a moderately trained operator. These numbers show some valuable information: complexation brings about a large disruption of TH-TH interaction in favor of strong host-guest interaction, not surprisingly since all guests form strong hydrogen bonds to the TH host, as semiquantitatively confirmed by the overwhelming predominance of Coulombic interaction in crystals of the complexes. The p-hydroxybenzoic acid co-crystal almost completely segregates the host-guest manifold out of spectator host-host and guest-guest relationships.
Lattice energies are univocally defined and univocally correspond to a thermodynamic concept, the energy released when one mole of matter goes from the gaseous to the crystalline state (or the energy absorbed in the inverse process). Lattice energies, however, condense a wide spectrum of distributed potentials into just one number. Chemists want to localize energies into easily recognizable ''contact points''. But how to localize? In an intramolecular reactive process there are obvious transfers of electrons from one bond center to another, but in the formation of a non-ionic solid (ionic solids are considered in a separate section of this account) the ''intermolecular'' electrons are evanescent, and localizing on atoms and into bonds between atoms is often impossible. Much less criticizable is the localization on molecules, on whose identity there is less disagreement. In analyzing the crystal structure of anhydrous theophylline an obvious priority goes to hydrogen bonding, but a simple calculation of molecule-molecule interaction energies shows that this priority is seriously challenged by aromatic stacking (Fig. 1 ) in a ratio of just 2 : 1. Fig. 2 shows the detail of the massive structural rearrangement that accompanies the co-crystal formation, already guessed from the overall data in Table 1 . Urea is so H-bond avid that it keeps hydrogen bonds to itself and prevents the formation of H-bonds between guest theophylline, which however preserves its stacking pattern. Curiously then the weaker stacking potential of Fig. 1 survives better than the stronger hydrogen bond. The host-guest hydrogen bond is 30% stronger than the guest-guest hydrogen bond, and one is tempted to speculate that urea-theophylline pairs must exist already in solution. p-Hydroxybenzoic acid occupies both the double acceptor-donor functionality and the single N-acceptor functionality of theophylline (binding energy 70 and 36 kJ mol 21 , respectively) preventing any host-host liaison (incidentally, note that the carboxylic oxygen between the two methyl groups is unavailable for H-bonding for steric reasons). One is tempted to generalize: host-guest interaction must win out if a complex is to be formed. Not always so: in the TH-malonic acid complex (Fig. 3 ) the formation of one very strong hostguest hydrogen bond turns the host into adopting the cyclic double N-H … O hydrogen bond pattern never appeared in the former examples. Crystals and co-crystals so far considered were formed out of non-charged units, with lattice energies of the order of 150 kJ mol 21 . When organic ions are present the numbers change by doubling or even by an order of magnitude. The total lattice energy of ethanolammonium theophyllinate is 393 kJ mol 21 , and the molecule-molecule energy plot is shown in Fig. 4 . Coulombic interactions at 30 Å are still as energetic as a strong hydrogen bond at 1.6 Å. Anion-anion and cation-cation interactions are strongly destabilizing and repulsive, and down to a center of mass separation of 10 Å, deviations from the energy of the bare Coulomb's law are small, i.e. molecules behave like point charges. Below 10 Å structuring and specific interaction are evident, and at the limit of shortest distances, where a hydrogen bond is formed, there is very large stabilization with respect to point-charge behaviour. Anioncation interactions are always attractive and stabilizing and more than compensate the double influence of repulsion from like charges; the total anion-anion, cation-cation, and anioncation Coulombic energies are 3800, 3760 and 28335 kJ mol
21
, respectively. The very popular Mercury 4 software searches for atom-atom distances below the sum of atomic radii, and a couple of (CH 2 ) … OLC distances appear. Short distances of that kind pertain to interaction energies of a handful of kJ mol 21 , and are nevertheless often pointed out as structurally relevant, although, in view of the numbers shown above, they are not even specks against logs, but barren leaves swept along by the tornado represented by the 1389.34 factor. Note that the responsibility for quoting weak features as significant rests on authors using the Mercury software, not on the authors of the software. Examples of the negative spinoff of preconceived ideas on the relative importance of cohesive factors abound, and there is severe danger of contamination of otherwise important matters. Picking more or less at random, one may cite a display of extreme ingenuity and dedication to assay the differences in binding energies between hydrogen-and halogen-containing moieties in DNA strands. 5 These rather minor differences (3-20 kJ mol 21 ) are then attributed to the fashionable ''halogen bond'', whereas the difference between the steric and electronic demands of hydrogen and a bromine atoms might require a somewhat more complex analysis. In a breakthrough paper 6 reporting the neutron diffraction determination of hydrogen positions in the interaction of acetazolamide and carbonic anhydrase, there is a discussion of ''very weak hydrophobic interactions'', and of ''somewhat distorted C-H … p interaction'' in a complex between a molecule carrying a NH 2 anionic form, a sulfone group, and a zinc cation, where
Coulombic energies of hundreds of kJ mol 21 are certainly at stake.
Physics or geometry: which comes first?
In science, God (if anything) would be a physicist, not a topographical surveyor. X-ray crystallography buries the physics into the data collection and data processing software, and produces geometry. Many excellent crystallographers seem to think that one could dip a polystyrene model of the space group into a solution, and molecules would oblige by crystallizing around its symmetry elements. In a similar fashion, the standard discussion of molecular interaction after X-ray data implies that atoms attract each other because they are neighbors, and a dotted line is promptly drawn between pair of nuclei that are closer than ''the sum of van der Waals radii'' -a mythic expression that is usually followed by citation of some prehistoric data. Vice versa, atoms (better, molecules) become neighbors when they attract, and one must explain neighborhood by the physics of attraction, rather than infer dubious physics from proximity. We may only offer here (Table 2 ) a semiquantitative list of relative cohesion energies and anharmonicity indices, 7 which may help avoiding some misunderstandings in crystal structure analysis. Perhaps even more important than binding energies are anharmonicity indices. They are a measure of the resistance of bonding to disruption: a value of 1 indicates almost harmonic behaviour, a very high value indicates that the dissociation side of the potential energy curve is flat, so that binding is labile and may not resist ordinary thermal strain. And a caveat: in many cases, with the exception of hydrogen bonding, molecular pairings responsible for the largest part of the interaction energy in a crystal show no particular atomatom feature, no easily identifiable ''bond'', not even aromatic stacks, or the like; they stick together by compatibility of minor and diffuse features in the electrostatic potential, that defy recognition and, a fortiori, classification. Only a quantitative calculation of cohesion energies can reveal true crystal structure determinants. A typical example is provided by the crystal structures of a series of cholesterol derivatives. The top contribution to crystal packing is in most cases by pairing of the cholesterol cores at 6 Å translation, irrespective of the nature of substituents. Table 3 shows the energies; the dispersion energy in the top pair is a large part of the total lattice energy, and quite often the dispersion contribution to pairing is larger than the total pairing energy, other electronic factors being actually antagonists in the molecule-molecule cohesion. Fig. 5a shows the typical 6 Å translation pairing mode; Fig. 5b shows instead a main determinant consisting of a match of a cholesterol core with an aromatic core. A neologism for these recognition patterns awaits to be proposed. Possible C-H … O, C-H … p or other ''weak'' contacts are, as suggested in the opening sentences, specks in presence of logs.
Periodicity, order and disorder
Loosely speaking, a crystal is said to be ''ordered'' matter. Order is however a subjective concept; a better definition reads: at ordinary laboratory conditions, a crystal is a solid mostly but not always exhibiting time-averaged, periodic translational symmetry. This definition copes with the fact that molecules are librating, that lateral chains may be wagging or even from time to time changing conformation, and so on. No crystal modeling so far shown in this Highlight did include thermal motion; rich as these descriptions may be in energetic detail, they lack a most important physicochemical factor and are therefore largely incomplete. Fig. 6 shows two extreme views, the static model obtained by repeating the asymmetric unit according to crystal symmetry, and a picture of what one would actually see if he or she were able to take an instant snapshot inside a crystal. The latter picture was obtained by computational ''thermalization'', i.e. running a few hundred thousand Monte Carlo (MC) steps starting from the static crystal structure. This is no place to give a detailed account of the method; 8 suffice it to say that Monte Carlo is an astute machinery that systematically changes molecular coordinates according to a tolerance level of increase in energy, until a Boltzmann equilibrium state is achieved. Each MC snapshot is then an instant view on the phase space spanned by the system. In this sense, Fig. 6a is a physicochemical fiction, while Fig. 6b clarifies what is meant by ''time averaged periodicity'' and is much more realistic than ordinary packing diagrams.
Thermal motion is just a prototypical form of what may be called ''disorder'' in a crystal. But in crystal structures that include some solvent molecules, true loss of long-range periodicity is commonplace, because the host molecule often forms cages or channels that are loosely filled by the guests. For obvious reasons, a typical case in pharmaceutical practice is the occurrence, wanted or unwanted, of hydrates. The X-ray time-averaged picture of the theophylline monohydrate crystal is in terms of a water molecule distributed over two halfpositions. A quick Monte Carlo modeling reveals what is really going on. If one builds a static model of the hydrate crystal using the full symmetry, the two half-water molecules overlap and clash into one another (Fig. 7a) . Monte Carlo treatment patiently shifts the water molecules around in the channel to Boltzmann equilibrium, revealing the incommensurate nature of the host-guest complex, in which water molecules are more Fig. 5 (a) The most stable molecular pair in cholesterol crystals: lineup of cholesterol cores (CHOLOL). (b) Lineup of cholesterol core to an aromatic core (NAKMIV). In both cases the bulk of the interaction energy is unspecific dispersion (refer to Table 3 ). The same after 2 million Monte Carlo steps: water molecules arrange themselves in the channel in an unsymmetrical fashion, but are regularly hydrogen-bonded.
or less randomly hydrogen-bonded, as shown in the snapshot of Fig. 7b . Much more on the dynamic nature of the structure is revealed by inspection of correlation functions. 8 Briefly, these functions describe the translational and rotational ''memory'' of an intermolecular ensemble: a completely static crystal will have a zero rmsd displacement of the centers of mass, and a 100% retention of reciprocal orientation (rotational correlation = 1). A liquid has a rmsd displacement according to its viscosity, and the rotational correlation function drops quickly to zero from any reference frame. Fig. 8 shows the case for theophylline hydrate crystal. Water molecules soon leave the unrealistic placement in the static model and after a displacement of some 1.5 Å, bounce back and forth in the channel with a displacement amplitude range of about 1 Å. Rotational correlation (Fig. 8b ) decreases steadily and is quickly lost, for an indication that water molecules still flip around and hydrogen bonding is fluxional. So the X-ray structural model which is able to bring the conventional Rfactor down to 4.5% is an excellent starting point, but a dim representation of the reality. A cheap simulation offers an invaluable amount of additional information.
Phase transitions: the ultimate source of doubt
Chemists and crystallographers who see neat and clean crystal specimens which in turn afford clean and neat X-ray diffraction pictures of the interior tend to forget the complex and laborious processes that preside over molecular aggregation in solution, over nucleation and growth. Conversely, little is known on the dynamics of loss of periodicity, disaggregation and possible release of inclusion compounds and, ultimately, melting. Once again, the very appealing picture of molecular packing offered by single-crystal (and, nowadays, also powder) diffraction experiments tends to give an oversimplified impression of reality. The availability of a computational temperature and pressure in molecular simulation allows an excursion into the land of crystal evolution. Crystal melting can be easily simulated. A computer quickly finds one of the billion paths through phase space that lead from crystal to liquid. As the computational temperature is raised, density decreases, since potential functions are anisotropic as they should be. At some point the crystal collapses to an isotropic liquid by chaotic molecular rearrangement. 9 For a simple example of a different evolutionary process, Fig. 9 shows the result of a molecular simulation of a small chunk of theophylline hydrate crystal, without periodic boundary conditions, where it is seen that at 450 K water molecules are leaving out of the channels, while there is major restructuring inside the crystal with partial collapse of the channels. Notably, the experimental dehydration temperature of theophylline hydrate is 350 K, or some 100 degrees lower. The simulation needs some extra computational-thermodynamic ''drive'' to make things happen, but the indication that water loss will occur only at high temperature (and before melting) is clear, although deriving the exact number in a routine simulation is out of question.
The present level of understanding of the process of crystal formation from solution is very low, not to say zero. A much simpler process, barely amenable to molecular simulation, is crystallization from the melt. Monte Carlo is a computational machine that can be easily biased by the operator; in this case, one can introduce a computational bias that tells the machine to accept changes only if a properly designed asymmetry parameter decreases, or increases within a selected threshold (''asymmetry tolerance''). This parameter can be easily written for the case of P1 crystals and rigid molecules:
10 it is just a number that counts the sum of distances between corresponding atoms, when molecules are computationally overlapped by bringing them to a common origin in the center of mass. This asymmetry parameter is zero for a perfect crystal model and is a very large number in a liquid. Without this bias, the simulation would take the age of the universe before finding the unique or one of the very few paths that lead from liquid to crystal. The Monte Carlo-biased simulation starts from an isotropic liquid phase at or just below the crystallization temperature, and runs until a stationary state hopefully similar to the experimental structure is reached. In later stages, energy optimization cycles may be necessary, which are carried out as Monte Carlo runs at formally zero temperature. In the case of 1,4-dicyanobenzene (terephthalonitrile, TEPN) the procedure is completely successful (Fig. 10 ) and the experimental crystal structure is reproduced almost perfectly; had it not been known, one could have claimed here a really ex novo dynamic crystal structure prediction -except that a parallel orientation of rigid molecules obtains only one space group, namely, P1, which is therefore predetermined. Monte Carlo offers quick access to configurational space, but obviously such physics-based, random walk techniques are far from granting efficient structure prediction. More interesting is however the analysis of the crystallization trajectories: in fact, Fig. 11 shows a very fast evolution from isotropic (all angles 90u) to anisotropic box dimensions, together with a very fast decrease of the asymmetry index and, contrary to expectation, a slight drop in density, barely visible on the scale of the figure. The total energy in this stage rises by some 5 kJ mol 21 . Taken together, these features outline an early crystallization stage in which there is a very fast reshuffling of molecular orientation, concurring to a line-up proper of the P1, Z = 1 crystal structure. Isotropy is quickly lost as the parallelization of the TEPN molecules requires slanted ribbons and layers. This first stage might lead to something similar to a liquid-crystal state, as shown by intermediate snapshots along the crystallization path. Evolution toward full long-range periodicity requires fine adjustment and is then much, much slower. The ''velocity'' of the process can be regulated by the value of the asymmetry tolerance: when this is very low, the bias pulls the system very fast through phase space, there is little simulation time for relaxation, density drops and energy rises as molecules are forced to climb energy hills to find the new alignment. When the tolerance is increased, the drive to symmetrization is less strict and molecules have time to relax. So to some extent -as is proper of all molecular simulationsthe results depend on the choice of the simulation parameters.
Note that the introduction of the term ''velocity'' implies that the Monte Carlo procedure has been contaminated and has been forced into temporary deviation from Boltzmann conditions. In any case, the suggestion from this computational experiment, along with many others conducted on different molecules, is that crystallization requires a volume and energy activation; when molecular shape is more complex than just cylinder-like, molecules behave like passengers on a crowded subway car trying to reach the alignment that allows increased density. In the process some compression arises and energy rises. The Monte Carlo-bias simulation is an example of non-rigorous procedure that brings in significant new facts or, at the very least, some valuable suggestions. The fact that the real crystal structure is eventually reproduced rather well gives substantial confidence in the performance of the force field.
There is a long way to routine application of this procedure, if only because writing asymmetry parameters for space groups with symmetry operators other than translation or inversion is extremely difficult. How does one write in numbers the deviation from a precise screw-axis relationship between two complex organic molecules? The method thus now works only for the two triclinic space groups, leaving out all more common space groups for organic compounds.
The above approach to crystal generation may be compared to crystal structure prediction methods which consist of drawing a molecular structure and generating thousands of crystal packings by anonymous computer power. The lattice energies are evaluated and the most stable structure is the predicted structure. 11 This brand of CSP is slowly becoming more and more successful, having nevertheless more a flavor of statistical expert system than the look of a sound and progressive chemical tool. While we had to adopt a mathematical bias to overcome the molecules' reluctance to crystallize, the above described molecule-to-crystal CSP certainly brings to the fore the inevitable fact, that many almost equi-energetic structures exist for a given molecule and that many routes to low-energy crystal structures must exist.
Final remarks
The main aim of this Highlight is the description of a number of computational techniques that are nowadays becoming more and more available to chemists for whom the structural point of view is indispensable. It now quite easy to have quantitative estimates of separate factors that concur into the formation of a crystal structure, or for that matter, of any other molecular aggregate. The proper way to go to about the very complicated business of analyzing a crystal structure is to recognize stronger influences first, and then, if necessary, proceed to investigate subtler factors. All packing features, not only fashionable coupling modes, should be considered for this purpose; crystal structures have many and many more facets than the few patterns one may try to restrict them to. The study of weak interactions is a well cultivated field for theoretical specialists, but the fact that they are very much studied does not per se imply that they are dominant. The fact that they can be easily but roughly pulled out by looking at interatomic distances is even less of a justification to put them in the forefront. Skepticism and doubt help in avoiding the paradox of describing an aggregate whose cohesion energy is 100 by looking at bricks whose aggregation power is 2. No sensible journal should any more accept sentences like ''the crystal structure consists of pairs/chains/layers held together by such and such interactions…'' and similar assertions, when they are not supported by reliable energy numbers. Admittedly, the weak point of molecular simulation is the assessment of the reliability and applicability of methods and force fields. Many good ones are now available; most if not all of the results presented here do not change substantially on changing procedures. Besides, if a simulation result is easily overthrown by a small change in parameterization, chances are that it is an unreliable result anyway.
The exploration of phase space is no longer limited to that isolated point which is the perfect static model of a crystal; we now can map the surroundings, we can see vibrational amplitudes and molecular rotation and diffusion, and we can even simulate with some success the molecular transition path for some simple phase transitions. Mature crystal engineering cannot dispense with these fundamental physicochemical aspects. For looking at the constellation of crystal structure, we now have a Galilean telescope: why not look into it?
